Muller's theory of asynchronous circuits is extended to cover continuous systems. The resulting theory is suitable for describing highly damped strongly nonlinear systems. Our main result consists in showing that Muller's theorem deriving speed-independence from sernimodularity holds in our extended context if certain auxiliary conditions, holding trivially in the discrete case, are added.
INTRODUCTION
In Muller and Bartky (1959) , a theory was developed for describing asynchronous digital circuits, and was later made popular by Miller (1965) . Underlying the theory is the idea of considering only those properties of the circuit that are invariant under the changes of relative speeds of the elements of which the circuit consists. Based on this idea, the concept of speedindependence was introduced. For distinguishing it from other theories of similar type, Muller's theory is often referred to as that of speed-independent asynchronous circuits.
It is natural that their theory considered only discrete variables, and particular attention has been directed to the binary case. However, a study of the mathematical structure of the theory reveals that extension can be made of it to cover continuous systems. This paper presents one such extension.
The theory of this paper gives a rough bird's-eye view on the behavior of a system of interconnected basic elements such as transistors. 1 The elements may work on continuous as well as discrete variables. Our theory is particularly KIMURA suited to highly damped strongly nonlinear systems. It is also noted that some of the concepts used in this paper have been utilized by Kimura (1970) for making the conventional theory more transparent mathematically.
Our theory is space continuous. Thus, instead of finite sets of signal values we consider topological spaces, a typical example being a closed interval of one-dimensional Euclidean space (see, e.g., J. L. Kelley, "General Topology," Van Nostrand, 1955 . Only most elementary facts will suffice.) Although our formulation is fit best to compact spaces satisfying the first axiom of countability, of which the above example is a special case, it is not necessary to restrict the theory accordingly. Furthermore, conventional finite sets of signal values may appear in our theory as topological spaces having discrete topology.
Our theory is time-semicontinuous in the sense that we consider a half-line for the time axis, but at the same time require that the basic elements of the system don't operate too fast. Thus, a characteristic time constant e is assumed to exist for each bounded interval on the half-line such that in the interval no element is allowed to switch the direction 2 of its signal change in less than e units of time. This assumption serves for prohibiting a variable of the system from oscillating infinitely often within a finite time interval. A more completely time-continuous theory of similar type will result if we consider limits of bringing e down to zero. By doing so, however, we would automatically introduce factors which, in many applications, are irrelevant or even undesirable.
Some important mathematical tools used in this paper are as follows. First, we use a set-valued function called a betweenness function. Defined for each signal space, it associates a subset of the space to a pair of signal values. The value of this function may be thought of as the collection of signal values which lie between the two values given. Second, just as a direct product of sets of signals was the set of states in the conventional theory, in ours a state space is defined to be a direct product of the signal spaces, and is given usual weak topology. Third, a next-state function maps the state space into itself, and is usually assumed to be continuous.
If the time axis is to be a half-line, the interpretation of the next-state function cannot be the same as in the discrete theory. For what is the "next moment of time" on a continuous time axis ? The answer is that our next-state function now specifies the direction and the largest expected amount of the 2 Exactly, we can talk about the direction of signal changes only in certain special cases of our theory. This point will be discussed in detail in §10.2. changes of signal values. We don't attempt to predict how far the signal values actually change.
From here stems the nondeterministic character of the theory. As in Muller's original theory, what really matters is the order of occurrence of events. It does not matter whether a change occurs within 1 ns or 1 hr, unless this will affect the ultimate behavior of the system. Any portion of our time axis may be expanded or contracted freely. Under such a transformation our theory remains invariant, and therefore tells only about those properties of the system that are invariant. Speed-independence is one such property.
Our formulation is such that many of the results of the conventional theory may be transcribed into ours. Thus, as our main result we shall show that Muller's theorem deriving speed-independence from semimodularity holds in our extended context if certain auxiliary conditions, holding trivially in the discrete case, are added. Though left for future investigation, it also seems possible to fit into the present formulation at least some of the representation and design theories of, e.g., Muller and Bartky (1959) , and Hattori and Noguchi (1966) , as well as the theory of extensions given in Kimura (1968 Kimura ( , 1970 Kimura ( , 1971 . 
Here, a, b, c, d range over 5O. In particular, let 5O be a topological space. Let a~, b~, and cn be points of 5O In the sequel (A1), (A2), and (A3) with ~ = B r will be denoted by (A1) r, (A2) r, and (A3) r, respectively, while those with ~ = B will be denoted simply by (A1), (A2), and (A3). These symbols will be reserved for the above meanings. Also, (A4) will invariably mean the (A4) of the above. In particular, let 5 P be a circular disc, and let a < b hold iff a, b lie on a same radius and a is closer to the center than b. Then we have a star BF which is discontinuous (see Fig. lb ). But if 5 p is made to contain only finitely many radii, and the same ordering as above is used, then the resulting BF will be continuous. 2. DEFINITION. In this paper, a circuit is defined to be a quadruple C ~- (A, S, {Bi} , f) , where (i) A is a set;
(ii) S is the direct product I-IliA S~ of topological spaces S, given for each i ~ A; (iii) B i is a betweenness function over S i given for each i ~ A; (iv) f is a mapping from S into S.
On S we consider usual weak topology. C is said to be continuous iff so are f and the B,'s. C is compact if so are the B~-'s. C is finite iff A and S~ are finite sets, and the topology on S, is discrete.
Notation
For z 6 S we denote f(z) by z'. We write zi for the z-component of z ~ S. for the collection of a ~ 5: for which there is a sequence 0 ~ t o ~ t 1 ~ t 2 ~ -" ", t~ ~ 0% such that ~(t,) --> ~. That is, ~(~) is the set of the limits of converging countable subsequences of ~. Of our particular concern is the case where o c# = S. 
Notation.

DEFINITION. ~ e S H is said to be an R-sequence of C iff for each t o e H there is an e > 0 such that for all t ~ H satisfying t ~ t o , (i) ~(t) R ~(t + e), and
(ii) for all tl, t 2 ~ H, t ~ t 1 ~< t 2 ~ t @ e implies ~(tl) ~ B(~(t), ~(t~)).
Remark.
Note that e is given separately for each bounded interval [0, to] . A function e associating to each t o an e = e(to) as above is said to be a ckaracteristic time function of ~. We shall henceforth assume that e is nonincreasing. This may be done because for any e, el(t ) = min[e(n) I n e N and n < t + 1} will work just as well.
A good alternative for the name "R-sequence" would be (locally uniformly) R-continuous function. We prefer the former simply because it has been given in Muller's original theory to a corresponding entity.
Incidentally, as a function an R-sequence need not be continuous. Our theory allows this intentionally with the result that the conventional theory becomes a special case of ours, as will be discussed in §12. 4.4.2. LetA, S1, andB 1 be as above, and letf(z) = 1 --z forzaS.
A possible R-sequence ~: is given by 0, if 2n~<t <2n+l for somen~N, ~(t) = 1, otherwise.
(see Fig. 2b ). e may be any positive real ~ 1 over t o ~ H. There are other R-sequences which, while oscillating as does ~:, decrease their amplitudes. Some of them will eventually reach the point z ~ 1/2 at which z' ~ z, and remain there onward. Note that, in this example, the point z = 1/2 cannot be traversed except by a discontinuous jump. All R-sequences of the circuit thus defined are also those of §4.4.2, but not conversely. If ~(0) ----0 for an R-sequence ~ here, then ~(t) ~< 1/3 or 2/3 ~< se(t) for all t. Thus, the circuit is forced to skip the point z ~---1/2 by a jump. The interval (1/3, 2/3) is in effect excluded from the "operation region" of the circuit.
Let A ={1,2}, 81=S~=
[--1,1], and letfbe such that for z~S,
Zl t ~----Z 2 ~ Z2 t -~-Z 1 •
If linear BF's are used, then a continuous oscillatory R-sequence ~ may be constructed as follows: ~(t)l = max(--1, min(1, ~/2 cos t)), ~(t)2 = max(--1, min(1, V'2 sin t)) (see Fig. 2c for a graph).
5. DEFINITION. For a, b ~ S, write a F b iff there is an R-sequence ~ such that for some 0 ~ t 1 ~< t~ < 0% ~(tl) ~ a and ~(t2) = b.
PROPOSITION. aFb iff there is an ~Teseq(S)such that 7(0)=a, n(E,) = b, and for h ~ r(.q), ~l(h) R ~(h ~-1).
Proof. If aFb, then there is some R-sequence ~: as described in Definition. Choose n ~ N so as to satisfy 0 ~< t~ --t 1 --ne < E for E = e(t~), with e being as in §4.2. By setting ~(h) = ~(t 1 @ he) for 0 ~ h ~ n, and ~(n + 1) = ~(t2), we obtain a desired ~/~ seq~+l(S).
Conversely, let ~7 be given. Define ~: ~ S H by = if h ~<t <h+l ~E, for some h ~ N, otherwise.
Then for t 1 = 0 and t 2 ~ {,, ~= is the desired R-sequence, irrespective of the BF's used. 7. Discussion. At this point we shall make some comments on physical interpretation of our mathematical constructions. Those readers interested only in the mathematics may wish to skip this section.
COROLLARY. The relation F is reflexive and transitive, i.e.,for a, b, c ~ S,
Consider our next-state function written in the following form:
An analogy may be drawn between (1) and the following system of differential equations:
An R-sequence may be compared with a solution of (2). In fact, z,' of (1) and dzi/dt of (2) both control the amount of the change of system variables z~ over the time axis H. Thus, given a set of values ~(t), of system variables at time t, both (1) and (2) specify ~(t -[-e)i for a small e. There is a difference, however. While (2) specifies ~:(t @ e)i with ever increasing accuracy for e approaching to zero, our theory only requires that ~(t -1-E)~ be somewhere in the "interval" Bi(~(t)i , ~(t){) . In an extreme case, ~(t @ e)i may well equal ~:(t)i.
A good way for analyzing the behavior of a system of interconnected basic elements such as transistors will be to write and solve a set of differential equations of the type (2). It is often the case, however, that our knowledge about the functions fi is incomplete. For example, fi may have a slowly varying unknown positive factor multiplied to them. In such a case, we naturally wish to draw as much information as possible out of our limited knowledge. Clearly, our method of specifying ~(t -t-e)i well suits this purpose.
To get more insight suppose that ~ is a nondecreasing continuous function from H onto H. If ~(t) is an R-sequence, then so is ~(a(t)). 3 That is, any portion of the time axis may be expanded or contracted freely. As noted in the introduction, this invarianee is a major characteristic of our theory. It talks only about those properties of the system which are invariant under the above transformation given by a. One such property is speed-independence defined in §8, which talks about X~ [u] . In fact, ~:(o9) of an R-sequence s e is invariant under expansion and contraction of the time axis. The set ~(oo) corresponds to the ultimate behavior of the system. Let the state change of a system be described by an R-sequence ~:. The system may reach or approach a point a in the state space. In that case ~(co) will consist only of a. Alternatively, the system may enter or approach an infinite cycle. Then ~:(o9) will include all points of the cycle.
It would be unnatural if one of the signal variables zi reaches or approaches a value c, and if it is continually driven toward a different value d. As noted earlier, we allow ~(t)i to remain at the same value for an E-interval even though
~(t)~ v~ ~(t)i'. But we don't wish the same thing to occur with an infinitely long time interval.
This motivates us to introduce allowed sequences. Compare the above observation about an unnatural situation with the defining formula for a stable set given in §6. Thus, we regard the allowed sequences to represent a In fact, for each to c H, and for any E > O, we can choose e' such that for 0 ~< t ~ to and t <~ tl <~ t q-e', we have ] ~(h) --a(t)J < e. That is, a is uniformly continuous over the interval [0, to] . That any continuous function from H into H has this property is well-known, and is a consequence of the fact that [0, to] is a compact set.
the "actual behavior" of the system, and exclude those R-sequences which have unstable ~(c~)'s. For example, in §4.4,1, ~ ~ S H defined by ~e(t) = 0 for t ~H is an R-sequence, but not an allowed sequence, and so excluded from our consideration as being unnatural. Finally, we shall discuss some subtleties in the definition of an R-sequence, §4.1. By in effect requiring that every •-interval be "monotone" with respect to the BF's, condition (ii) of §4.1 serves to exclude pathological cases: If we were to drop it, then in §4.4.2 we would have to allow an "R-sequence" given by 0, if t is a rational number, ~(t) = 1, if t is irrational.
In §4.1 we have required that • be chosen separately for each interval [0, to]. As far as the contents of this paper are concerned, there will be no essential difference if we instead assume that • be chosen uniformly over the entirety of the time axis, i.e., that our characteristic time function be a constant function. However, there is evidence indicating that for future development our locally uniform choice of • is more convenient mathematically.
A feature of our definition of an R-sequence which makes us unhappy is that, in Fig. 2c , ~(t)l and ~(t)~ cannot be unclipped sinusoidal waveforms. The saturated portion such as the interval [rr/2, 3rr/2] for ~(t)2 can be made arbitrarily short if we use smaller •'s, but it never disappears. In view of the fact that our theory is invariant under the transformation of the time axis, however, this should not be a very important point. 4 We could compare our speed-independence with the stability concept in the theory of differential equations (cf. §7).
Remark. Since by §6.4, uF a automatically implies X~[u] D X®[a]
, in an attempt to prove speed-independence we must only consider the reverse inclusion.
9. DEFINITION. Let u ~ S. C is said to be semimodular with respect to u (sm [u] ) iff for all a, b ~ S, u F a and a R b imply b R a'. 9.1. Remark. That C is sin [u] has the following practical meaning: If the circuit or system is started at u, then on any R-sequence the signal variable zi can switch its direction (see Section 10.2) of change only after reaching or traversing a point a where a~ = a~'.
PROPOSITION. If C is sin[u] and uF v for u, v ~ S, then C is sm[v].
Proof. Obvious by §5.2.
DEFINITION. Let B be a BF over a ~ set 5 a. B is said to be simple iff for all a,b,c,d~5 a, {c, d} C B(a, b) implies either (i) e~B(a,d) or (ii) d E B(a, c).
PROPOSITION. (i) and (ii) are equivalent to (i') d~ B(c,b), and (ii') c c B(d, b).
Proof. Obvious by (A3) and (A3) r. 10.2. Remark. Although for several times we have talked about the direction of change of a signal variable, strictly this has a meaning only when the BF is simple. In fact, a BF B to be simple means that any section cut out from 5 p by B is essentially one dimensional. Without this assumption a point could well be bypassed in a signal space so that at least some of the informal arguments made will be meaningless. Of course, all of the mathematics up to this point is valid without assuming simplicity.
EXAMPLES.
A discrete BF, §1.2.1, is simple. So are linear and cyclic BF's, § §1.2.2-3, provided that 5 ~ is totally ordered. The BF considered in §4.4.3 belongs to this category. The star BF, §1.2.4, is simple in both continuous and discontinuous cases.
Examples of nonsimple BF's may be obtained by forming a direct product of two or more .5Ps. Thus, let ~ and ~ be sets having two or more elements, and let B 1 and B 2 be any BF's over 5P l and 5P2, respectively. Then, the BF B defined over ~ × 5~2 by B((al , az) , (bl , b2 ) ) = Bl (al , ba) × B2(az , b~) is not simple. 
For ~ ~ X[a], defined ai by a s = {t ~ H I 3tl, t~ ~ H, t 1 ~ t 2 ~ t, and t 2 --t 1 <~ e(tl) , and bi ~ Bi(¢(ta)i, ~(t2)i)}, where e is the characteristic time function of ~. Also define ~7 e S H by tS(t)" for te~, ~7(t)i= ~bi,
for teH--a s.
Then ~ ~ X[b] and ~(oo) = ~7(oo).
11.2. EXAMPLE. The circuit of §4.4.1 is sm [0] . Let a = 0 and b = 1 --1/e. Then a R b. For ~ = ~1, ~:2, the corresponding ~ = 71, ~ are given by tl--I/e, for t=0, "ql(t) l, for t>0, ,1--l/e, for O~t< 1, ~2(t) e -t, for t ~ 1.
11.3. Proof of the lemma. The proof will be made in the following sequence of subsections, in which t, t 1 , t 2 , etc. will invariably range over H.
PROPOSITION. Let i ~ A. For t 1 ~ t 2 ~ t 1 + e(tx), if t 2 ~ as, and if
Proof.
bi ~ Bi(~(t2)i, ~(t2)~), and ~(t~)~ e Bi(~(h), , b~).
If ai ~ bi , then a t -~ H, in which case the result is vacuous. Therefore, we may assume that a i ~ b i , and hence, that B i is simple.
Since ~(tl) R ~(t~),
~(t~)i e Bt(~(tl)i , ~(tl)~).
( 2) Combining (1) and (2) by the simplicity of Bi, we have either (ii) or
But (3) is impossible since it would imply t~ ~ ai, a contradiction. Therefore we have (ii). Now by §10.1, that (3) is impossible also implies
On the other hand, uF ~(tl) R ~(t2). Hence by semimodularity, ~:(t2
and by combining (4) and (5) by (A2), we get (i).
COROLLARY of (i), §l 1.3.1. For i ~ A, if t ~ a~, then b, E Bi( ~(t)i , ~(t)~).
11.3.3. COROLLARY of (ii), §l 1.3.
For i ~ A, if t 1 ~ t 2 and t~ ~ (r~, then ~(t2) i ~ Bi(~(tl) i , bi).
Proof. By a repeated use of (A2) r.
PROPOSITION. For all t, ~(t) R ~?(t).
Proof. If t ~ ai, then ~(ti) = zl(t)i by the construction. Hence by (A1), ~(t) R i ~(t).
But if t ~ ai , the same follows from ~(t)i = b i by §11.3.2.
PROPOSITION. If t 1 ~-~ t 2 ~ t 1 -~ e(ta), t a 6 as, and t 2 ~ ai for i e A, then bi ~ Bi(~(tl)~ , $(t2)i). (6)
Proof. By the definition of ai, there must be some t 3 and t 4 e H such that t~ <~ t 4 ~ t~, t 4 <~ t 8 + eft3) , and bi ~ Bi(~(t~)i , $(t4);).
But since t 1~i, tl < t4. Now distinguish two cases: (a) t 1 ~ ta, or (b) t a < t~.
In case (a), t 1 <~ t~ <~ t a ~ t 2 <~ t 1 + e(tl). Hence, by §4.1, (ii), we have
By combining (7) and (9) by (A2) T, and then combining the result with (8) by (A2), we get (6). In case (b), t~ < t 1 < t 4 ~< t~ + e(t3). Again by ~4.1, (ii), we have
¢(ta), e Bi(¢(ta)i , ¢(ta),).
(10)
But just as in §11.3.1, B i may be assumed to be simple. Therefore, from (7) and (10) by §10.1 we obtain either 
But in this case (12) would imply t a e ai, a contradiction. So (11) must hold.
Since (8) holds also in this case, by (A2) once more we get (6).
PROPOSITION. For all t, •(t) R •(t + E), where E = eft).
Proof. Fix i e A. We wish to prove that ~7(t)R i ~(t + ~). Distinguish three cases as follows: (a) t,t+e6oi; (b) t,t+eca,; and (c) t6ai,
Case (a) is almost trivial. In fact, ~7(t)i == v(t + e)i : b~, from which the desired Ri-relation follows by (A1). For handling the remaining cases note that, by $(t) R $(t + e),
~(t + e)i e Bi(~(t)~, ~(t);).
(13)
On the other hand, by §11.3.4, uF ~(t)R~?(t) , so that by semimodularity we have
~(t)" e Bi(~)(t)~ , ~(t);). (14)
In case (b), the result follows simply by noting that v(t)i = ~(t)i and v(t + ~)~-= ~(t + ~)~, and by combining (13) and (14) by (A2). In case (c), on the other hand, we have
by §11.3.5. From (13) and (15) by (A3) it follows that
But since ~(t)i = bi and ~?(t ~-e)~. -----~:(t -~ e)i in this case, from (14) and (16) by (A2), the result follows.
PROPOSITION. ~ is an R-sequence, with e being the characteristic time function.
Proof. In view of §11.3.6, all that remains with us for proving this is to show that: For t <~ t 1 <~ te <~ t ~-e(t) and ie M,
~?(tl) i ~ Bi(71(t)~, ~?(ta)i).
(17) Again, three cases are distinguished: (a) t, t 1 ~ ai; (b) t, tl, t 2 ~ ai; (c) t ~ ai, tl, t 2 ~ a,. Case (a) is trivial by (A1) since ~)(t)~ • ~7(tl)~ = b~. This time, case (b) is also trivial since
~(t:)i ~ Bi(~(t)~ , ~(t~)i)
( 18) and since ~7(~-)i = ~(r)i for ~-= t, tl, t 2 .
Finally consider (c). By §11.3.5,
b/E B~(~(t);, ~(tl),). (19)
Since (18) also holds in this case, from (19) by (A3) we have ~(tl) i e Bi (b~, ~(t2) 
x).
Since ~?(t), = hi, ~?(tl) i ~ se(tl)~, and ~)(t2) ~ = ~:(t2)t, this reduces to (17).
11.3.8. PROPOSITION. For i E it, if a~ ~-;g, then for all z ~ ~(oo) , z~ = hi.
Proof. We shall first show that zi is constant over z ~ ((oo). Let z, w ~ ~(ov). Then there are some 0 ~< t o ~ t 1 ~ "", t n --> 0% such that ~:(tn) ~ z, and some 0 ~< to* ~ ta* ~< "', t~* --+ 0% such that se(t~ *) --+ w. Define k(n) = min{k ~ N I t~ ~ t~*L Then 0 ~ * * * * t~(0) ~ tkm ~ ..-, tk(n) --~ o% and ~(t~(n)) --+ w for n --+ oo. Now by §11.3.3,
£(t~(n))i ~ Bi(~(t.) i , bi).
Since B~. is continuous, from this we have
By a similar argument we have ~ B~(w,, b,) .
By combining (20) and (21) by (A3) r, and then using (A4), we conclude that f(t~(n, ) must converge as a whole, and by the preceding paragraph, the limit must equal that of * * ~(t~(~)) -+ ~.
~7(tk(n)). That is,
Hence, ~ ~(~). But if AA = ;~, then i ~ AA for all i, and we can repeat the last four sentences for k(n) = n, thus completing the proof.
Remark.
One important aspect of this theorem is that it does not require finiteness of A. Even countability is not needed. This will be convenient in some situations including the following. It is reasonable to hope that a representation theory may be built for the behavior of a circuit C = (A, S, {Bi} , f) by considering another circuit C* = (A*, S*, {B~*}, f*) such that, say, A* = S and S* =-2 s. Since, in our theorem, A is arbitrary, one can use it with reference not only to C but also to C*. If we were to restrict A to be finite or countable, then S of C would be restricted accordingly, and applicability would be lost in important special cases of the representation theory.
11.5. Remark. In our theorem, the assumption that the Bi's are simple cannot be dropped. This can be seen from the following example. Let A = {0}, and let S ~ S O = 5f~ × 5P2, where 5Pl = {0, 1, 2} and 5¢~ ~ {0, 1}, and where we use the discrete topology. Thus, the members of S o are pairs (0, 0), (1, 0),..., (2, 1). Let B = B o be defined by the formula of §10.3, with B 1 and B~ being discrete BF's over 5f 1 and 5f2, respectively (see §1.2.1). 12. Connection to the conventional theory. It can be readily seen tha t Theorem 12 of Muller and Bartky (1959) is equivalent to the special case o f our Theorem where C is finite and the B~'s are linear. Similarly, Theorem 10.4.3 of Miller (1965) is equivalent to ours as applied to the case where C is finite and the B/s are discrete. In fact, if C is finite, to each allowed sequence there corresponds a ~e ~ seq sup(S), and the collection of ~e coincides with that of the allowed sequences as defined in the above references. (a, b) is finite for each choice of a, b E S, and if, in particular, C is finite. We take ~e(h) to be the composition ~(rle(h)).
Although our definition of speed-independence reads differently from Muller's original version, the definitions can be shown to coincide in the finite case. Detailed verification of equivalence of the results is left to the interested reader.
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